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DISHWASHER
NEW FLOOD SWITCH
From serial number DYD373580, a new flood switch assembly, part number 521795, has been introduced
to all DW920 & 820 Dishwashers.  The new flood switch will maintain a more accurate flow of low
current to the controller and thus prevent false tripping.  If replacing a flood switch in a DW920/820
product, one of these new flood switches must be fitted.  The new flood switch assembly has a black base
and a brown top.  The original flood switch was completely brown.

The original flood switch, part number 525941, will continue to be used in all DishDrawer products.
Please note, due to its very low current rating the new flood switch can only be used in DW920 & 820
products.  The original flood switch, part number 525941, must be used in all DishDrawers, 918TD, &
818S products.

LOCATING A LEAK IN A DW920/820 DISHWASHER (F1 FAULT)
We have concerns that when servicing the above dishwashers for F1 faults, (flood switch has been
activated) some service persons are simply tightening the top tub roller screws assuming they were causing
a leak.  It should be noted that it is always possible to tighten these screws a small amount, as the rubber
seal they tighten against will relax with time.  This is quite normal and doesn’t mean it is going to leak.
The screws must unwind some distance to cause a leak.

When servicing a product for the above fault, first establish whether there has been water in the base?  If
not, check the float has not been jammed up by wiring etc?  If this is ok, check the continuity through the
flood switch contacts and if there is any doubt, replace the flood switch assembly with the new one
mentioned above.

If there is water in the base of the product and it is not obvious where it is leaking from, the product should
be removed from the cavity, the outside wrapper removed, and a check made for signs of previous leaks.

Test run the machine, and check the following places for leaking:
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Leaking from Action
Around the tapping plates for
the tub roller.

Tighten tub roller screw.  If damaged or striped replace with
fine threaded screw and tapping plate

Around the fill vent Make sure the fill vent seal is in place and the fill vent nut is
tight.

Front flood holes. Check spray arms for splits and make sure they are fitted
correctly.
Check ends of door gasket to make sure they are not damaged
and are fitted correctly.
Pump water out of the machine into a bucket and measure the
amount of water to make sure the fill level is correct, around 5
litres.

Around the door seal area.
(may leak around the top of
the door, run down behind
the door seal & appear to be
leak out around the flood hole
area)

Check the door gasket is fitted correctly and the gasket
retainer is clamping it tightly to the product all the way
around.
Check the gasket isn’t damaged.
Check the door is sealing tightly against the gasket.

From the sump, wash & drain
pumps or associated
 plumbing.

Repair or replace components causing leak.

Connections onto the inlet
valve.

Tighten connections.

Damage to the drain hose. Repair/replace drain hose.
Seam weld around the tub. If possible repair with silicon sealant otherwise contact your

Tech Rep.

DISHDRAWER
INTEGRATED BADGE ASSEMBLY PART NUMBERS
The following is an updated list of the integrated badge part numbers, along with associated componentry.

525185 INTEGRATED BADGE ASSY CHROME. (includes:- badge chrome, buttons chrome,
light pipes, circuit board, circuit board cover, wiring harness)

526033 BADGE ASSY SATIN. (includes:- satin badge, satin buttons)
526032 BADGE ASSY BRASS. (includes:- brass badge, brass buttons)
526691 BADGE ASSY BLACK. (includes:- black badge, black buttons)
525182 BADGE CHROME.
525180 BUTTONS CHROME.
525184 LIGHT PIPES INTEGRATED BADGE. (suits all colour badges)
525181 ELECTRONIC CIRCUIT BOARD INTEGRATED BADGE.
525183 CIRCUIT BOARD COVER INTEGRATED BADGE.
525329 WIRING HARNESS INTEGRATED BADGE.

Note:- The Satin coloured badge may be referred to as stainless in some documentation.
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ROTOR REPLACEMENT
We are concerned about the number of filter plates being replaced when a rotor is replaced.  It would
appear that Service Centres are just stocking part number 525736 which is a kit including a rotor, filter
plate, and lock nut.  Referring to Technical Bulletin DW009, this kit should only be used when replacing a
rotor in a product made prior to serial number AID525892.

To prevent this happening, we have now superceded the kit part number 525736 across to the current rotor
part number 525884.  Therefore, if it is necessary to fit a rotor to a product made prior to AID525892, it
will also be necessary to order the current filter plate lock nut, part number 526069.  It has been decided
that a new filter plate is not required when doing this.  The current lock nut will fit into an earlier filter
plate (made prior to AID525892) and lock a new rotor in place without any problems.

While on the topic of rotors, we would also like to advise that we carry out testing on all the rotors that are
returned for fill or wash related problems.  They are first tested in a device that measures magnetic force
and then run in a DishDrawer through 50 full cycles.  We are finding 99% of them have no fault at all and
in the future we will be returning these rotors with the claim form to the Service Centre.

U3 FAULT
We are receiving quite a few claims where a U3 fault has occurred and the technician subsequently
replaces the electronic controller.  When returned, we are finding that most of these controllers had simply
been set to low pressure, which, if connected to a water supply with normal pressure, will cause a U3 fault.
This is usually done accidentally by the customer in the option adjustment mode.  If a call is received for a
U3 fault in a DishDrawer, it can quite often be resolved over the phone by referring the customer to their
Use & Care book and having them check the water pressure setting.


